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With Thanksgiving weekend looming, sentiment was overwhelmingly bullish as BTC’s price approached an all-time high. 
Traders on exchanges were increasingly leaning long, indicating market irrationality and risk.
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 ý According to data collected from 1000+ crypto social media channels, the average crowd sentiment 
towards Bitcoin had adapted from slightly bullish to overwhelmingly bullish over the past 10 days

 ý Bitcoin’s 30-day MVRV ratio — which tracks the average profit (or loss) of all addresses ‘getting into’ 
BTC in the past 30 days — was currently hovering at +15%, suggesting significant unclaimed profits 
by Bitcoin’s short-term holders.

 ý Bitcoin’s 365-day MVRV ratio was the highest it’s been since the start of 2020, peaking at +63% 
on November 20th.

 ý  During the 2019 bull rally, the 30-day and 365-day MVRV peaked at +34% and +104%, respectively, 
suggesting more room to grow should investor sentiment remain unshaken.

 ý Japanese financial giant SBI debuts 
Bitcoin lending service

 ý Nigeria is establishing a framework  
for widescale crypto adoption
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What went wrong  
with BTC?



As Bitcoin inched closer to a new all-time high, a number of indicators started 
to signal increasingly bullish market sentiment - which usually bodes poorly for 
the benchmark coin.

According to data collected from 1000+ crypto social media channels, the 
average crowd sentiment towards Bitcoin adapted from slightly bullish 
to overwhelmingly bullish over the previous 10 days, mirroring the levels 
previously observed during its May and August price tops, respectively.

Explore

Market Analysis Bitcoin sentiment surges — good or bad?

This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media and development information on 900+ 
cryptocurrencies. Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven 
investment opportunities.
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https://app.santiment.net/studio?settings=%7B%22slug%22%3A%22bitcoin%22%2C%22projectId%22%3A%221538%22%2C%22ticker%22%3A%22BTC%22%2C%22title%22%3A%22Bitcoin%20%28BTC%29%22%2C%22interval%22%3A%2212h%22%2C%22from%22%3A%222019-11-22T23%3A00%3A00.000Z%22%2C%22to%22%3A%222020-11-23T22%3A59%3A59.999Z%22%2C%22timeRange%22%3A%221y%22%2C%22name%22%3A%22Bitcoin%22%7D&widgets=%5B%7B%22widget%22%3A%22ChartWidget%22%2C%22metrics%22%3A%5B%22price_usd%22%2C%22sentiment_volume_consumed_twitter%22%5D%2C%22connectedWidgets%22%3A%5B%5D%2C%22colors%22%3A%7B%22price_usd%22%3A%22%2326C953%22%2C%22sentiment_volume_consumed_twitter%22%3A%22%23AC948C%22%7D%2C%22settings%22%3A%7B%7D%2C%22indicators%22%3A%7B%7D%7D%5D


On the whole, extremely bullish sentiment has rarely been a friend to Bitcoin 
(and most alts) in the past, often pointing to irrational market confidence and 
FOMO-driven discourse that has coincided with multiple short-term corrections 
in the last two years.

A similar trend formed on Bitcoin’s derivatives market as well. Bitcoin’s funding 
rate (a fee paid by one side of the perpetual contract to the other) climbed 

to a three-month high on Bitmex, Binance and Kraken, marking a strong uptick 
in bull-leaning predictions on most centralized exchanges.

Bitcoin’s funding rate on all three exchanges was at its highest since August 17th, 
otherwise known as Bitcoin’s summer price top.
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Market Analysis Bitcoin sentiment surges — good or bad?
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When the price of Bitcoin continues to rally, it’s important to keep an eye on the 
unrealized profits of its short and long-term holders, for clues about a potential 
rise in sell-side pressure and interim profit taking.

A useful proxy is Bitcoin’s MVRV ratio, an on-chain indicator that tracks the 
average profit or loss of all addresses that acquired BTC in a certain time frame.

Bitcoin’s 30-day MVRV ratio — which tracks the average profit (or loss) of all 
addresses ‘getting into’ BTC in the past 30 days — was hovering at +15%, 
suggesting significant unclaimed profits by Bitcoin’s short-term holders.

As a rule of thumb, the higher the MVRV ratio, the more likely it is that BTC 
holders will begin to exit their positions and take profit. Because of this, 
analyzing MVRV levels around  previous price tops  can reveal at which profit 

margins BTC holders were comfortable selling in the past.

In the past year, Bitcoin’s 30-day MVRV has usually peaked between +15% and 
+22%, suggesting an increased risk of short-term profit taking at the previously 
high MVRV levels.

In a similar vein, Bitcoin’s 365-day MVRV ratio was the highest it’s been since the 
start of 2020, peaking at +63% on November 20th.

While Bitcoin’s MVRV ratios were hovering at a year-high, it’s worth noting that 
both its 30 and 365-day MVRV ratios have peaked significantly higher during the 
2019 bull rally (at +34% and +104%, respectively), suggesting there is still more 
room to grow should investor sentiment remain unshaken.

Explore

Market Analysis Bitcoin’s MVRV ratio and the risk of interim profit taking
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Market Analysis Price — trading volume

 ý After the decrease in BTC trading volume during October, when daily 
volumes plunged below $20 bln. per day in some cases, the figures 
in November are much higher. On November 18th, the trading volume 
exceeded $49 bln.

 ý Despite BTC price climbing close to its all-time high, trading volumes still fall 
far from the maximum values observed in March 2020, when they reached 
$70 bln. per day.
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Market Analysis Price — annualized volatility

 ý In November, annualized volatility has been gradually increasing along with 
the BTC price and reached almost 60% for several days in mid-November.

 ý Now annualized volatility is significantly lower than during the bull run 
of mid-2019 when it touched 130% for several days.
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Market Analysis BTC-DXY

 ý BTC has been consistently showing a negative correlation with DXY since the 
beginning of 2020.

 ý Absolute value of the correlation, however, has decreased, and now stays 
approximately at −0.5, which makes it possible to consider BTC a safe haven 
against USD.
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Market Analysis BTC-Gold

 ý BTC correlation with gold went down by 0.11 since the beginning 
of November and now stays at 0.16

 ý In contrast to BTC, gold has lost about 1% of its value since the 1st 
of November.
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Market Analysis BTC-S&P 500

 ý BTC-S&P 500 correlation has been fluctuating over the last month.  ý After reaching a peak at 0.6 in mid-October, the figure decreased to just 
0.18 three weeks later before returning to 0.3 a week later.
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Market Analysis BTC-ETH

 ý Traditionally high positive correlation between ETH and BTC has been sharply 
declining in the first two weeks of November when BTC started its bull run.

 ý Latest correlation figures are just over 0.5, the lowest since October of 2019 
when the correlation fell below 0.3.
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North America Asia Pacific

Alleged crypto-Ponzi operator 
arrested after failed sea-scooter 
escape

Matthew Piercey, the 
accused operator 
of two fraudulent 
firms that solicited 
millions to ostensi-

bly invest in cryptocurrency mining, has 
been apprehended by authorities. Piercey 
now faces multiple charges of wire fraud, mail 
fraud, money laundering and witness-tam-
pering.

Visit PageNOV 18, 2020

The United States 
Securities and Ex-
change Commis-
sion has requested 
a default judgment 

against three companies and four individu-
als associated with the allegedly fraudulent art- 
and gold-backed cryptocurrency Meta 1 Coin. 
The project told investors that coins would ap-
preciate in value from $22.22 to $50,000 each 
over two years.

Visit PageNOV 20, 2020

SEC seeks judgement after 
‘no show’ in $9M Meta 1 Coin fraud 
case

Visit Page

The SEC letter says 
that its Division 
of Corporation Fi-
nance would “not 
recommend en-

forcement action” against avatar social plat-
form IMVU issuing its VCOIN digital asset 
under certain conditions. The commission 
will allow the firm to offer the token with-
out registering it as a security.

NOV 19, 2020

SEC gives OK to social media 
platform to issue stablecoin 
without registering as a security

Three associates 
of Clifford Joseph Har-
ris Jr., a rapper also 
known as T.I. who 
was responsible for 

helping launch the FLiK token, have agreed 
to pay more than $102,992 after a U.S. dis-
trict court approved a settlement.

Visit PageNOV 19, 2020

Rapper T.I.’s associates to cough 
up $100K in FLiK token case with 
SEC

Visit Page

The Office of the 
Comptroller of the 
Currency, is looking 
for public comments 
on rule-making that 

would stop banks from denying services 
to businesses based on sector. As a result, 
banks would not be able to disqualify po-
tential crypto clients on the basis of their 
industry.

NOV 20, 2020

US regulator wants to stop banks 
from blacklisting legal businesses, 
crypto included

Kyrgyzstan's central bank 
developing draft law for 
cryptocurrency industry

The National Bank 
of the Kyrgyz Re-
public is develop-
ing a draft law that 
would regulate cryp-

tocurrency exchanges with the aim of tack-
ling fraudulent cryptocurrency schemes and 
financial crimes.

Visit PageNOV 16, 2020

The Hong Kong Se-
curities and Futures 
Commission, or SFC, 
would require all 
crypto businesses 

to fall under anti-money laundering rules. 
Previously, the SFC only regulated assets 
that meet the legal definition of securities 
or futures — a definition that excluded cryp-
tocurrencies.

Visit PageNOV 18, 2020

World’s dominant crypto futures 
market could face regulatory 
shake-up

Legislation
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Europe, the Middle East and Africa Rest of the World

The Bank of England is broad-
ening its assessment of digital 
currencies, including evaluating 
how these assets could form the 
basis of a “new monetary order.”

Visit PageNOV 19, 2020

BoE policymaker says digital currencies could 
be part of ‘new monetary order’

The Malta Financial Services Au-
thority, or MFSA, has granted 
in-principle approval to Crypto.
com for two financial licenses: 
a Financial Institution License 
and a Class 3 Virtual Financial 
Assets, or VFA, License.

Visit PageNOV 24, 2020

Crypto.com secures regulatory approvals from 
Maltese authorities

The former Australian national 
representative of BitConnect 
was charged for his involvement 
in the crypto Ponzi scheme. 
John Louis Anthony Bigatton fac-
es counts of making misleading 

or false statements, a count of operating an unregistered 
managed investment scheme, and a count of providing unli-
censed financial services.

Visit PageNOV 17, 2020

Aussie Bitconnect promoter faces prison 
following ASIC investigation

Legislation
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Supply Chain

Visit PageNOV 16, 2020

The Armonk, New York-
based tech company is team-
ing up with German textile 
manufacturer Kaya&Kato 
to develop a blockchain 
network that tracks the 

origin of fabrics used in the fashion industry.

IBM targets sustainable fashion with latest 
blockchain partnership

Visit PageNOV 22, 2020

Blockchain solutions pro-
vider BlockApps launched 
a blockchain-based ag-
ricultural crop tracking 
network called "TraceHar-
vest". TraceHarvest is open 

to all participants in the supply chain such as farmers, 
dealers, manufacturers, distributors, and technology 
providers

BlockApps launches Ethereum-based 
Agritech network in collaboration with 
Bayer

Financial Services

Visit PageNOV 03, 2020

Russian Alfa-Bank has 
joined a blockchain trade 
finance network backed 
by HSBC. The network 
allows bank customers 
to track the processing 

and modification of trade finance transactions and 
cut operational costs.

Russian Alfa-Bank joins HSBC-backed 
blockchain trade finance network

Visit PageNOV 25, 2020

The Colombian Stock Ex-
change will use the Colibrí 
platform's blockchain tech 
to improve operational ef-
ficiency in the over-the-
counter derivatives mar-
ket.

Colombian Stock Exchange to use 
blockchain for OTC derivatives trading

Insurance

Visit PageNOV 13, 2020

Malta-based virtual assis-
tant firm Vaiot has inte-
grated IBM’s Watson As-
sistant with the Cosmos 
blockchain to sell car in-
surance. Once signed, the 

insurance contract is stored on the Cosmos SDK in the 
form of a smart contract, underpinned by the Tender-
mint Protocol.

Your car insurance salesman is now 
an AI bot connected to blockchain

Visit PageNOV 14, 2020

The Chainlink Community 
Grant program announced 
funding for a low-cost in-
surance project that aims 
to build a blockchain-based 
insurance platform that 

delivers affordable coverage for the nearly 250,000 small-
holder farmers in Kenya.

Etherisc to offer blockchain-based crop 
insurance to Kenyan farmers

Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
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Other Industries  

Enterprise Blockchain Adoption

Albany Airport in New 
York has introduced 
a "Wellness Trace 
App" to track the 
cleanliness of surfac-

es and objects inside the airport. The app aims 
to provide travelers with information about the 
cleanliness of surfaces prior to travelers touch-
ing them in real-time.

Visit PageNOV 14, 2020

The online retail 
store Bitcoin Move-
ment (BTCMVMNT), 
launched a limited 
edition streetwear 

line featuring a blockchain-backed system 
of “Proof of authenticity.” Each piece in the 
collection contains a near-field communication 
chip linked to the VeChain blockchain.

Visit PageNOV 15, 2020

A New York airport test pilots 
blockchain-based coronavirus 
cleanliness app

Bitcoin Movement launches 
collection of blockchain-backed 
streetwear designed by Zuby

Vietnam’s Ministry 
of Education and Train-
ing, or MOET, is plan-
ning to implement 
blockchain technolo-

gy for issuing diplomas in 2021.

Visit PageNOV 18, 2020

Vietnam’s ministry of education 
to record certifications 
on blockchain

Waves Enterprise an-
nounced the public re-
lease of its blockchain 
voting system primar-
ily aimed at corpo-

rations. The Waves system uses blockchain 
at every step of the voting process, as votes 
are recorded and then counted with full cryp-
tographic guarantees.

Visit PageNOV 18, 2020

Waves Enterprise releases 
blockchain voting platform to the 
public

Artificial intelligence 
specialist Fetch.ai and 
blockchain solutions 
provider Datarella have 
announced the launch 

of a “Smart City” infrastructure trial in Mu-
nich to optimize parking space management.

Visit PageNOV 12, 2020

Blockchain helps determine ‘green’ 
parking price in Munich

Sentry is an app de-
veloped by Hala Sys-
tems that has been 
providing civilians with 
a crowdsourced and 

sensor-driven early warning system against air-
strikes in the Syrian civil war. Since 2016, the 
system has evolved and now uses blockchain 
technology to provide a strong underpinning 
for analyzing data on the ground and distrib-
uting critical alerts.

Visit PageNOV 17, 2020

Hedera Hashgraph to be used for 
crowdsourced airstrike warning app 
in Syria

Tencent Holdings 
is joining forces with 
blockchain company 
ShareRing to launch 
a new digital identi-

fication system to streamline international 
travel amid the pandemic. ShareRing will use 
Tencent Cloud’s optical character recognition and 
facial recognition technology to help improve 
its “self-sovereign identity app.”

Visit PageNOV 17, 2020

Tencent joins forces with ShareRing 
to launch blockchain digital 
ID platform

Arizona State Univer-
sity is now using the 
testing-and-health-
status app “Health-
Check,” which was 

designed by Safe Health Systems, a partner 
of Mayo Clinic. Hedera Hashgraph has struck 
an agreement with SHS to verify and record 
events in real time using distributed ledger 
technology.

Visit PageNOV 19, 2020

Arizona State University adopts 
blockchain-based app to track 
COVID-19
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Blockchain-based EV charging trial gets 
$1M from the Canadian government

Tim Draper, Pantera Capital back new crypto 
derivatives exchange

Crypto hedge fund Pantera Capital files for 
massive $134 million raise

Investor: Canadian Government (Natural Resources Canada)

Funded company: SWTCH Energy 
Business scope: electric vehicle charging platform 
Headquarter location: Canada

Funded company: Opus One Solutions 
Business scope: software developer 
Headquarter location: Canada

Announcement date: November 13th, 2020 
Deal size: $1 mln.

Investors: Pantera Capital, Y Combinator, Tim Draper

Funded company: Globe 
Business scope: Crypto derivatives exchange for institutions 
Headquarter location: United Kingdom

Announcement date: November 20th, 2020 
Deal size: $3 million

Investors: Not announced yet

Funded company: Pantera Capital 
Business scope: Hedge & Venture fund 
Headquarter location: United States

Announcement date: November 21st, 2020 
Deal size: $134 million
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Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question, 
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that have 
a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email. 

Cointelegraph Consulting
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Do you have questions about digital 
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on Twitter Join Cointelegraph Consulting on LinkedIn
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